Hyundai timing chain list

According to the Elantra lawsuit settlement, Hyundai decided to settle the class action to avoid
further litigation and the cost associated with fighting the case. The automaker says it denies all
the allegations, denies all liability and says there is nothing defective about the vehicles. The
Elantra engine lawsuit was originally dismissed, but the judge allowed the plaintiffs to amend
and refile the class action. The Hyundai Elantra class action lawsuit alleges the piston
assemblies cause knocking and ticking noises that eventually lead to engine block damage, oil
sludge and engine failure. Those ticking sounds are also known as piston slap which occurs
when there is too much of a gap between the piston and the outer cylinder. The plaintiffs claim
piston slap typically occurs when the engine is cold due to a piston head that isn't secured in
the cylinder. This allows the piston edges to collide with the cylinder wall. According to the
proposed Elantra lawsuit settlement, an eligible customer might receive an extended powertrain
warranty based on where the car was registered. The warranty extension covers the short block
assembly which includes the engine block, crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons, but only if
the damage is accompanied by a piston slap noise in the upper end of the engine. In order to
qualify for an automatic warranty extension, you must have your Elantra registered in one of the
following cold weather states:. If you reside in a state that is not a cold weather state, you must
submit a claim form to receive the warranty extension, and you must satisfy one of the following
conditions:. Exceptional neglect means a failure to change the engine oil for at least
consecutive days or 15, miles. Hyundai may ask the owner to furnish maintenance records to
demonstrate the time and mileage between oil changes. Money you spent on certain Elantra
repairs may be reimbursed in full according to the below conditions. For cars registered in cold
weather states, you must submit your claim form no later than 70 days after the final approval
order provided that you submit a completed form that contains proof of the repair expense for a
qualifying repair and Hyundai does not argue there was exceptional neglect. For cars not
registered in cold weather states, you must submit your claim form no later than 70 days after
the final approval order provided that you submit a completed form that contains proof of the
repair expense for a qualifying repair and Hyundai does not argue there was exceptional
neglect. For non-cold weather states, the claim must contain documentary proof of one of the
following conditions:. Money you spent on rental cars, towing services and other out-of-pocket
expenses reasonably related to obtaining a qualifying repair for an Elantra will also be
reimbursed in full based on the following requirements:. The Hyundai Elantra lawsuit settlement
was filed in the U. Hyundai Motor America, et al. Hyundai engine lawsuit settlement may provide
extended warranties and reimbursements. If you reside in a state that is not a cold weather
state, you must submit a claim form to receive the warranty extension, and you must satisfy one
of the following conditions: After the notice date, you register your Elantra in a cold weather
state for at least six months. The Elantra was previously registered in one of the cold weather
states. You must prove substantial prior cold weather usage for a period of at least 90
consecutive days during the months of November to March during which the Elantra was
located in a place where it was exposed to at least 50 cumulative days of temperatures at or
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit in that location during that period. You provide a heightened proof
submission with parts, photographs or other evidence that clearly prove the engine problem is
directly related to the piston scuffing-type defect alleged in the class action. Reimbursement for
Past Repairs Money you spent on certain Elantra repairs may be reimbursed in full according to
the below conditions. For non-cold weather states, the claim must contain documentary proof
of one of the following conditions: The Elantra was previously registered in a cold weather
state. The Elantra was previously subjected to substantial prior cold weather usage for a period
of at least 90 consecutive days during the months of November to March during which the car
was located in a place where it was exposed to at least 50 cumulative days of temperatures at or
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit in that location during that period. Demonstrates to a degree of
heightened proof parts, photographs or other evidence that clearly substantiates the engine
problem was directly related to the piston-scuffing defect alleged in the lawsuit. Reimbursement
for Rental Cars, Towing Money you spent on rental cars, towing services and other
out-of-pocket expenses reasonably related to obtaining a qualifying repair for an Elantra will
also be reimbursed in full based on the following requirements: The claim form contains proof
of repair-related expense for a qualifying expense. The claim contains a proof of repair expense
that reflects a qualifying repair performed within 30 days of the incurred rental car or towing
expense. The claim must be submitted within 70 days after the final approval order or the date
on which the expense is incurred. Although Hyundai uses a single timing belt on its 2. At first
glance, a timing chain design allows engineers to shorten the overall length of the engine and
reduce rotating friction. Photo 1: Hyundai schedules a timing belt replacement at 58,mile or
month intervals on its 2. Like it or not, modern technology dictates how the modern
independent import repair shop does business. Advertisement Click Here to Read More

Advertisement But to our surprise, rubber timing belts rapidly displaced timing chains in our
service bays. Better still, rubber timing belts proved to be a major profit center since timing belt
replacements were often scheduled at 40, to 60,mile intervals. Later, replacement intervals were
stretched to well over , miles to meet some state-mandated emissions maintenance intervals.
Our two focus vehicles, a Hyundai Tucson equipped with the 2. None have scheduled
replacement intervals. At first glance, a timing chain design allows engineers to shorten the
overall length of the engine and reduce rotating friction see Photo 1. It follows that a second
factor might be the continued improvement of engine oils. During a cold start, the timing chain
and timing chain guides in many engines depend solely upon an oil mist suspended in the
timing cover for lubrication. Some engines rely on a stream of pressurized oil not only to
lubricate the chain, but also to cool it at high engine speeds. In brief, engine torque is most
affected by intake valve timing. At low intake port velocities, closing the intake valve early in the
intake cycle tends to increase running compression, which increases engine torque at lower
engine speeds. At high intake port velocities, closing the intake valve later in the intake cycle
tends to increase running compression and engine torque at higher engine speeds. In modern
DOHC engines, closing the exhaust valve later in the exhaust cycle allows a small amount of
exhaust gas to be drawn into the cylinder during the intake stroke, which eliminates the need
for an EGR valve. If an engine is turbocharged or supercharged, valve overlap is usually
reduced to prevent the initial intake charge from being lost into the exhaust stream. Modern
phasers are usually vane types that push against a return spring mounted inside the phaser. A
fixed orifice in the phaser releases oil pressure to allow the phaser to return to base valve
timing. Camshaft position is reported to the engine control module ECM by a camshaft or a
valve timing position sensor CMP mounted in the timing cover. The CVVT solenoid incorporates
a solenoid-operated pintle valve much like that found in a common fuel injector. The pintle valve
is protected from oil-borne debris by a very fine oil-filtering screen s ee Photo 3. Depending
upon factors like engine speed and load, the ECM adjusts intake and exhaust valve timing to
provide the most efficient combination of valve timing for any operating condition. Hyundai
specifies a 5w oil for its 3. Notice that the very fine inlet screens to the pintle valve are easily
clogged with sludge or varnish. What does the evolution from timing belts to timing chains
mean to your bottom line? Using an aftermarket labor guide, the Tucson maintenance schedule
recommends a timing belt replacement every 58, miles. In stark contrast, the Sonata
maintenance schedule extends to , miles with no recommended timing chain replacement. A
timing chain replacement for the Sonata requires Obviously, a Tucson equipped with the 2.
Advertisement However, the billable hours for a single timing chain service on the Sonata are
nearly equal to three timing belt replacements on the Tucson. Special Topics Webinars Video
Podcasts. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact
Us. By Gary Goms. But to our surprise, rubber timing belts rapidly displaced timing chains in
our service bays. However, the billable hours for a single timing chain service on the Sonata are
nearly equal to three timing belt replacements on the Tucson. Click to comment. Watch a
webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the latest Underhood Service podcast. Stay up to date
with the latest Underhood Service news. By Gary Goms Goms. By Brendan Baker Baker. By
Andrew Markel. Diagnostics: Power Window Regulator Replacement. Video Series View More
Videos. Sponsored Content. In a pandemic-influenced world, driving habits may have changed,
but not vehicle needs. In the past 20 years, Hyundai and Kia have adopted the Greek alphabet
letters to name their engines. To date, they have covered 11 letters of the alphabet. These
engines range from 1. Some of these engines overlap model years on a single model with
multiple options for customers. Advertisement Click Here to Read More Advertisement Some of
these engines overlap model years on a single model with multiple options for customers.
Hyundai uses letters in the eighth position of the VIN for the engine code, but the letter does not
correspond to the engine family. Kia, on the other hand, uses numbers. This is why it is critical
to make sure you have the complete VIN and production date before ordering parts and digging
into an engine-related job. Kia and Hyundai currently do not manufacture a vehicle with a timing
belt. But, timing belt maintenance on their late-model vehicles has been replaced with timing
chain and variable valve timing component replacements. Replacement Interval: 60, Miles Water
Pump: Powered by the serpentine belt The Alpha engine uses a belt to turn the exhaust
camshaft and a chain to use the intake camshaft. When replacing this belt, it is important to
change the tensioner and upper idler pulley. It is not uncommon for the bearings to fail and
cause the timing to jump. Advertisement Beta Engine 1. Replacement Interval: 60, Miles Water
Pump: Powered by the serpentine belt The Beta engine uses a belt to turn the exhaust camshaft
and a chain to use the intake camshaft. Gamma Engine 1. The Gamma engine comes in many
flavors. Later versions come with direct injection and Veloster models come with a
turbocharger. This small engine can be tough on oil. The turbocharged Veloster has an oil and

filter change interval of 5, miles for normal service and 3, miles for severe service. Nu Engine 1.
It strongly resembles the Gamma engine. There are many variants of this engine that include
turbocharged and direct-injected versions. The engine can be either a 2. At the time, Hyundai
told NHTSA that manufacturing problems left metallic debris around the engine crankshaft,
causing problems with oil flow. The pieces of metal interfere with the oil flow through the
connecting rod bearings and damage the connecting rods. By mid, Hyundai expanded the recall
by including another , vehicles with Theta II engines. Replacement Interval: 60, miles Water
Pump: The timing belt powers the water pump and the belt needs to be removed to install a new
pump. The Delta V6 engine is like the 1. The chains under the front cover turn the exhaust
camshaft with the intake camshaft. The timing belt is easy to replace once the motor mount is
removed. The Mu version of the engine has variable valve timing. Lambda Engine â€” 3. While it
is a timing chain engine, the chain can stretch if the owner neglects oil changes. Sigma Engine
3. Replacement Interval: 60, miles Water Pump: The timing belt powers the water pump and the
belt. It is recommended to replace the pump when servicing the timing belt. The most common
application was the Santa Fe that has a labor time of around six hours for just the belt add. The
Hyundai V8 uses a chain. The most common engine timing problems are with the variable valve
timing actuators, oil control valves and oil-powered tensioners. These components can fail
quickly if the owner does not keep up with the oil changes or uses the wrong oil. The symptoms
of these conditions are codes and knocking and tapping noises during the first minute of
startup. Advertisement Balance Shafts On some engines, Hyundai uses balance and oil pump
shafts driven by the timing belt. In the early s, balance shafts were used on the small
displacement 1. There are access holes in the block that allow you to insert a punch or
screwdriver to ensure the weights are at the bottom of the shaft, but they are not always
necessary. Later 1. No balance shafts are used on these engines but remain necessary on the
larger displacement four-cylinder engines. The best piece of advice when working on any
Hyundai belt or chain is to inspect it on and off the vehicle. The belt can show other potential
problems like fluid leaks and problems with endplay in the crankshaft or camshafts. Special
Content Video Webinars Podcasts. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us.
Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Andrew Markel. Beta Engine 1. The Lambda engine is the
main V6 engine used after Balance Shafts On some engines, Hyundai uses balance and oil
pump shafts driven by the timing belt. In this article: Engine , Hyundai , Kia , service. Click to
comment. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the latest Import Car podcast. Stay up
to date with the latest Import Car news. By Zach Harkins. By Wayne Colonna. By ImportCar Staff
Writers. Recent Posts News: Pandemic Technology. Video Series View More Videos. Sponsored
Content. Introduces the fundamental concepts of direct current. The basic laws of DC circuits
including Ohm's Law are applied to series and parallel circuits with practical application using
multi-meters. Although Hyundai uses a single timing belt on its 2. At first glance, a timing chain
design allows engineers to shorten the overall length of the engine and reduce rotating friction.
Photo 1: Hyundai schedules a timing belt replacement at 58,mile or month intervals on its 2.
Like it or not, modern technology dictates how the modern independent import repair shop
does business. Advertisement Click Here to Read More Advertisement But to our surprise,
rubber timing belts rapidly displaced timing chains in our service bays. Better still, rubber
timing belts proved to be a major profit center since timing belt replacements were often
scheduled at 40, to 60,mile intervals. Later, replacement intervals were stretched to well over ,
miles to meet some state-mandated emissions maintenance intervals. Our two focus vehicles, a
Hyundai Tucson equipped with the 2. None have scheduled replacement intervals. At first
glance, a timing chain design allows engineers to shorten the overall length of the engine and
reduce rotating friction see Photo 1. It follows that a second factor might be the continued
improvement of engine oils. During a cold start, the timing chain and timing chain guides in
many engines depend solely upon an oil mist suspended in the timing cover for lubrication.
Some engines rely on a stream of pressurized oil not only to lubricate the chain, but also to cool
it at high engine speeds. In brief, engine torque is most affected by intake valve timing. At low
intake port velocities, closing the intake valve early in the intake cycle tends to increase running
compression, which increases engine torque at lower engine speeds. At high intake port
velocities, closing the intake valve later in the intake cycle tends to increase running
compression and engine torque at higher engine speeds. In modern DOHC engines, closing the
exhaust valve later in the exhaust cycle allows a small amount of exhaust gas to be drawn into
the cylinder during the intake stroke, which eliminates the need for an EGR valve. If an engine is
turbocharged or supercharged, valve overlap is usually reduced to prevent the initial intake
charge from being lost into the exhaust stream. Modern phasers are usually vane types that
push against a return spring mounted inside the phaser. A fixed orifice in the phaser releases
oil pressure to allow the phaser to return to base valve timing. Camshaft position is reported to

the engine control module ECM by a camshaft or a valve timing position sensor CMP mounted
in the timing cover. The CVVT solenoid incorporates a solenoid-operated pintle valve much like
that found in a common fuel injector. The pintle valve is protected from oil-borne debris by a
very fine oil-filtering screen s ee Photo 3. Depending upon factors like engine speed and load,
the ECM adjusts intake and exhaust valve timing to provide the most efficient combination of
valve timing for any operating condition. Hyundai specifies a 5w oil for its 3. Notice that the very
fine inlet screens to the pintle valve are easily clogged with sludge or varnish. What does the
evolution from timing belts to timing chains mean to your bottom line? Using an aftermarket
labor guide, the Tucson maintenance schedule recommends a timing belt replacement every 58,
miles. In stark contrast, the Sonata maintenance schedule extends to , miles with no
recommended timing chain replacement. A timing chain replacement for the Sonata requires
Obviously, a Tucson equipped with the 2. Advertisement However, the billable hours for a single
timing chain service on the Sonata are nearly equal to three timing belt replacements on the
Tucson. Article courtesy Underhood Service. Mind Games. Contact Us. Connect with us.
Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Gary Goms Goms. By Tomorrow's Technician Staff. By
Jason Stahl. By Greg Jones. Featured Video. This video is sponsored by Continental. Featured
Course. Data Bus Diagnostics. Undercar: Understanding Wheel Weight Materials. By Gary
Goms. But to our surprise, rubber timing belts rapidly displaced timing chains in our service
bays. However, the billable hours for a single timing chain service on the Sonata are nearly
equal to three timing belt replacements on the Tucson. In this article: engine , Hyundai , Timing
Chain. Click to comment. There is an easy way to find out if your car is driven by a timing chain
or timing belt motor. If, on the side not top of the engine , either left or right, there is a plastic
cover, your car has timing belt. If there is no plastic on the side, you have a timing chain. Here is
a video that explains and shows the point. Another way to find out is through some external
sources. One good resource is the Honest John website. They made a list of timing chain driven
cars. By no means, this is a full list. I will add it to the list. Audi : 1. Chevrolet : Corvette, Epica 2.
Citroen : C1 1. Dacia : Duster 1. Ford : Ka and Fiesta pushrod 1. Honda : all Jazz, all Civic
including 1. Hyundai : i10 1. Jaguar : all models, including X-Type 2. Jeep Compass 2. KIA : 1.
All Mazda Skyactiv 2. Mercedes : all models including A Class, but excluding model A Class
1,cc diesel and Citan van with Renault 1,cc diesel engine which are belt cam. MINI : all models
including 1. Also all new MINI 1. Mitsubishi : All Colts, petrol and diesel, Shogun and L 2.
Peugeot : 1. Renault : Twingo 0. SAAB : all turbo petrol 4 cylinder engines and 2. SEAT : 1.
Skoda : 1. Suzuki : 1. Toyota : Aygo 1. You can pop up the hood and check the side of the
engine. If there is a plastic cover, it is a belt. See the video in the post. It is a chain-driven
engine. If you hear no metal rattle while engine idling, stay in peace. Perhaps, you are right. This
is not an absolute guide to timing chain or belt examination. Please, check your engine
according to the guidance from the video provided under the article. Philip, usually v6 3. It is
hard to say about your case as you provide no year for your model. In your case, please, check
according to the guidance: if you see the plastic cover along the whole side of the engine either
from the left or right, you have a belt. Pau, your engine has a chain according to the photos on
Google. You can check if there is plastic cover on the side of the engine. If yes, you have a belt.
Festingerâ€¦my vw transporter high roof vsn t It has done miles and no trouble as yet but i
qualm my stomach when it came to notice of differences in modes of timing.. Depending on
your engine, if you have a 2. Very accurate and reliable but at the same time you should not try
to save on oil. Buy proper oil and change it in time. Would you specify exactly the car model,
year and engine type? It might be that the same cars in Europe have different engines. I will
update the list accordingly. At least, this is the case with cars in Europe. Those engines are
timing chain driven. I think, the most stupid engine is in Ford Transit Connect 1. It has TWO
timing belts, another is wet in the oil an another is dry. Very difficult an expensive to change,
serious damage, i one of them breaks down. The designer must have been a mentally defective
chimp, that was fuddled, or was told to deliberately design an engine, that becomes as
expensive as possible to the owner. Never buy that van. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip
to content There is an easy way to find out if your car is driven by a timing chain or timing belt
motor. Alfa Romeo and Brera 2. Chrysler : Neon, PT Cruiser, 4. Daewoo Musso 2. Fiat : 1. Isuzu :
twin-cam 2. LandRover 2. Perodua : MYVI 1. Ssangyong Musso 2. No information whatsoever.
Does this car have a cambelt or camchain. All nissan versas have timing chain. I have a I bought
new. Chain or belt please? Many thanks. Is Diesel x type jaguar have a belt or chain please.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Next Next post: Marketing
hypocrisy: customer needs â€” what firms actually aim to meet. A whole new car buying
experience designed to save you time and help make buying your new car as enjoyable as
driving it. Get in. Get out. Get back to your life. Enjoy fast oil changes and more to help maintain

your Hyundai. Car Care Express is your best solution for quality and convenience for the
following maintenance:. To help make your life easier we created Click to Buy which makes
shopping and buying a new Hyundai, quicker, simpler and safer. Enter a city name or U. ZIP
code above to view Hyundai dealerships in your area. Please enter a ZIP Code for offers,
inventory, and dealers near you. Your location could not be detected. Please enter a ZIP Code.
Cookie Disclaimer Our Sites use cookies and similar technologies "cookies". By using our
Sites, you agree to our use of cookies, as well as to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.
Confirm your ZIP Code. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. My Preferred Dealer Local Dealer.
Preferred Dealer Set as Preferred Dealer. Showroom Service Center. Test Drive. See Inventory.
Schedule Service. Visit Dealer Site. Select a different dealer. Introducing Hyundai Shopper
Assurance. Previous Transparent Pricing. Get online pricing up front so you can shop and
compare with confidence. Flexible Test Drive. Sche
1998 nissan maxima firing order
mdx box
1999 ford e150 owners manual
dule a test drive in advance at your convenience. Streamlined Purchase. We're sure you'll love
your new Hyundai. If for any reason you don't, return it within 3 days and exchange it for
another new Hyundai. Car Care Express Get in. Try Click to Buy. Secure and transparent Quick
and convenient Shop in comfort from home Estimate your payment Apply for credit Do your
paperwork online or remotely Test drives that come to you Get your Hyundai delivered to you.
Recommended Maintenance Schedules. Hyundai Motor America provides electronic
recommended maintenance schedules for all model year and newer vehicles. As the owner of a
Hyundai vehicle, please ensure that each recommended maintenance service is performed at
the prescribed interval. For a full listing of minimum maintenance requirements and applicable
special operating conditions, please refer to the Owner's Manual provided with your vehicle or
contact your Hyundai Dealer for more details. Show More Dealerships. Use my current location.

